
Investigate blue and green space mindfulness 
abilities in high school and college students 
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Background 
According to Mayo Clinic, mindfulness is 
the complete awareness of the present 
time, one’s thoughts and surroundings 
while acknowledging thoughts without 
bringing judgement to them [1]. Green 
space includes trees and grass, where blue 
space holds bodies of water [2]. Green 
space has varying benefits across the 
lifespan [2].  Hedonic wellbeing is linked 
to green space [3]. Walks along water or 
in blue space have been associated with 
increased focus and happiness [4].

Methods
Field Experience 1 (FE1)
Create three mindfulness tracking 
activities and a drawing activity that last 
10 minutes. Implement blue space 
tracking at Lake superior. Introduce 
nature drawing activity with green 
space tracking.  Complete final green 
space tracking activity. Collect journals 
from students.
Field Experience 2 (FE2)
Split students into nature drawing and 
non-nature drawing activity groups. 
Implement blue space tracking with or 
without drawing activity. Finally, 
complete green space tracking with or 
without drawing activity. Collect 
journals from students.

Discussion
From FE1 to FE2 students improved in their mindfulness tracking abilities. Throughout both experiences, drawing reduced distractions. 
Blue space held more distractions than green space in FE1 and FE2. This shows green spaces may be more important than blue space for 
students. Drawing may also help students focus when attempting homework, in class or taking a break. These findings may explain why 
there is more research on green space compared to blue space. Some limitations include the short amount of time to implement 
activities and the many distractions on public land. Future suggestions include carrying extra activities and asking for feedback from 
peers. It will also be important to develop activities for students to complete before each experience.  Also, look at how different types of 
art influence mindfulness abilities. Finally, collaboration with another leader to compare their topic and mindfulness could be useful.
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